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ABSTRACT

The distinction between aSpirated and

mn—aspirated consonants _in Standard

CMnese (SC) is usually described in

naditional phonetics as a difference in

lmce or giottis opening. Our experiments:
induding acoustic analysis: manometers

masurements and perception tests with

swnhesized consonants; revealed that

ifiormation about aspiration is carried by

prMonged turbulence with different

“stores“ The perceptive cues for aspi-

rafibn in affricates also depend upon the

tmwue positions of the following vowels:

wen before a low vowel; the aspiration is

reanzed as a fricative /h/ immediatly

fbHowing the releasing noise: while

ufore a high VOWESJ it is realizeo as

tneprolongation of the releasing noise.

ENTRODUCTION

in Standard Chinese, there are two

smups of consonants which can be produced

mtn with and without aspiration. These

are the voiceless stops and affricatesa
ex: of which is distinguished from its
munterpart in the feature aspirated/non-

ESNrateo in the Chinese phonology.

In many European languages; e.g.

Envish; the aspiration of word initial

smps is only a conditional feature; but
in many tone languages; especially in

CH“95€l it is a phonemic feature. In
uaditional Chinese phonetic WDPKE! the

fiture 0* aSpiration is mostly discribed

interms Di the force of articulation= the

asmratEd consonants having greater force

5* ar‘ticuiation than the non-aspirateo

Mes, Ohe Of the popular phonetic outline

DBMS Stated, ”In aspirated articulation:
the air stream expelled from the mouth

:aWty i5 Stranger than in non-aspirated

aI“tlculatln.i1.:; It.is also mentioned here
em there that “an air-flow after release

:5cal19u aSDiration”; that ”the air—flow

In nun"ESPirateo sound is weaker* and

:Erte», aha Vise verse} and that ”for an

-_rateg Sauna, the Blottis is opened
aumng re ease, the air pressure g5 :argc

China

-and the air-flow breathing out .5

obvious”; etc.
thanxs to the

.experimen—

In recent decades;

widely application of phonetic

tation; phoneticians can study the

problems of aspiration more deeply» and

the veil of non-aspirateo/aspirateo dis-

tinction are now being raised gradually.

Many tecninics have been used for investi—

gating this feature in the levels of art -

culation, acoustics and perception. The
VOT features of aspirated/ non-aspirated
oppo5lton was examined in spectrograms and

was proved by perception 'tests as an

Important cue[2];there were also investi-
gators dealing with the giottic movements;

air-flow rates: and nerves activities.

Those studies have brought the discussion

of aSpiration to a high Ievei.E33

This paper intends to maxe further
studies on the‘ non-aspirateo/aspirated
consonants in Standard Chinese in order to
raise and answer the following questions=

1) which is the main perceptive cue

for aspiration, -the air-stream force: the

duration or VOT; or the glottis opening?
2) what are the articulatory pro-

cesses of these consonants?

3) Are tnere any different aspiratloc

features between stops and affricates?

EXPERIMENT

Early in 60’s we testec azi the

SC consonants» spoken by two.speeKersl a

ma:e and a female; of the Beijing dialect:

using a level recorder (type= SK 2304) to

measure the amplitudes and the :engtn oi

the cnnsanantai segments. The ampiituoe

represents the overass acoustic pressure

and the length was measured' from the

release point to the starting point of

VDWEIS.

=or measuring the concentration area

of noise and the VOT as well as the

tranSltion cue in stops and affricates: a

Key sonagraph of model 7029 was used. The

amplitude were measured immediately after

the release. The materials were spoxen by

a male Beéjing native.D4]
Two sets of manometers were used to
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air-pressures
measbre the supra-glottis

and air—flow rates; the equipments were

constructed by Professor Peter Ladafoged.

[5] Thanks to the Department of

linguistics at UCLA: the experiments were

done in their lab oy Dr.H.M. Ran. Two

informantsba male and a female: were asKed

to pronounce all the stops and the

affricates in Standard Chinese; each

followed oy three vowels; high or iow.

For the perception test; a numder of

non-aSpirated and aspirated stops and

affricates were synthesized by a synthetic

system designed by the phonetics saoora-

tory of the Institute of LineuiStECS)

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.E6J

Selected samples of spectrograms were made

of the synthesized sylladles.

For comparison: we made

Spectrograms from Miao language in Guiznow

and Bai-ma language in Tibet: which have

aspirated fricatives in contrast with non-

aspirated fricatives: in order to examine

several

the nature of the a5piratidn noise. The

materials were kindly supplied oy the

Institute of Nationazitiesi Chinese

Academy of Social Sciences.

DISC: SION

determineFORCE OR DURATION? To

whether the force or the length of the

noise plays the major rDEe as the percep-

tive cues for aSpirationi a numoer of

experimental.technioues were used. As the

space of the present paper is limited:

Only a few selected examples are given

here. Fig.1 and Fig.2 are histograms of

the amplitudes measured from the acoustic

records spoken by two subjects A and B (a

maie and a female). The amplitude of asoi-

rated stops and affricates are shown some-

what stronger than that of unaspirated

ones; especially in /pa/ and /pu/; where

the explosion of unaspirated stops are too

dB

20- A

lauiau

‘In ID ID
P k kP‘ t t‘.

Fig.1 Histograms of the amp ituce 3+ pan-

stopsaspirated‘ and aspirate:

dB
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20- B

10'

o
t
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to te ts te’ ts ts‘

‘Fig.2 Histograms of the amplitude of non-

aspirated and aspirated affricates

week to be detected. But in the /p’u/,

/t’u/i /ts’a/ and /ts’u/ spoken by B, t“

to De Just in tm
results ~turned out

contrary. As a whole:

force oetween the

the difference m

aspirated and 'nor

aspirateo consonants are not so evident fl

commonly oelieved. In Fig.3 and Fig.m

great ditferences can be seen in t“

meaSurements oetween the length of tm

aspirated and non—aspirated consonants

vthat 'for the stopsa the proportion 0‘

amplitude in the aspirated and new

aspirated stops is 11/7 and that or

duration is 71/111 while for the

affricates the proportion of amplitudeln

the two categories is 14/10 and the

proportion of duration is 120/46. On tfi

average, their differences.are around L3

to 1 in amplitude and 3 or more to 1 In

duration.

Tapie I~_ gives the data of suprr

glottal air-pressure of both stops anc

affricates. There are no direct propmf

tionai relationship oetween aspirated and

a A B

PIE]
4 u

PCZJ
i

a

tall u
tEZJ

i

klll '
.
kullh:

I I I r I I I I I I '

10ms O 24 6 8100-2 4l6 810

P 9-3 HiStograms at the duration of “CT
stoD5

_aspirated and aspirated
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of the duration of non-

and aSpirated affricates
Fig.h histograms

aspirated

Table I Supraglottal air-pressure of

stops and affricates in SC

ii p t' k ts ta ta

:1 .A 10 90 - 11 89 . 14
g B 10 27 - 11 31 58

p‘ t‘ k‘ ts‘ ta‘ to‘
g

32 A 11 84 3 11 39 17
B 10 24 - 19 , 10 25

Table II Supraglottal air—flow rate

of stops and affriuates in SC

Q
as ‘P 1: k ' ta ta t3

1: A — 54 - so -

-

.2 B —

--

'-

--

f (

g ‘ p t k‘ ts‘ ‘ ts" tor
m
< A 90 100 110 100 120 80

B 100 50 90 100 120 80

nUri-aspirated consonants. Moreover, the

WDDortion of pressure in /t‘/ and /t/ is
5A/90 and in /ts’/ and /ts/ is 39/89 :y

fleaxe: A: and in /tc‘/and /t5/ is 25/58
w 3.1he air-pressure of aspirated consoc
mnts is occasionally weeKer rather_ than

2;?2832 than that of non-aspirated ones.

,‘, 1. gives the data of supraglotta:
Wr‘f!ow rates: which are directly propor—

tlonal to
“Unsti: .tfie qurqtion measured in the

Mrs the S'mensjon..That is to say: the

"U'on elP;fiowl the more the noise l5

a”;+'::E- .ne difference in supraglottal

aSDNate oetween aspirated and non-

iseasy : l“imminents are much greater. it

the eke-o e¥°lain.l in unasplrated stops;

viDSSlVE noise is short and as

vowel. There

a silent gap oetween CV

noise. In unaspirated

i " » 'VMWdiately followed by the
:5 occasions: y
Ifistead of a

affricates: although the friction seems to

be the results of air-flow: the air does
not expel continuously out from the

pulmonic cavity while the glottis KeePS

open. However; the width of the eiDttlS
opening is much more smaller than that of

aspirated affricates [73. So their air-

flow rate could hardly be measured.

SOUND SOURSE The aspiration of
consonant is usually defined as a noise.
On the acoustic point of view, questions
might be raised as= what are characteris-

tics of these noise? Are they all white-
noise: or noise with different parameters?

In the Spectrograms of these
consonants: in an aspirated stop as /p’/;
the aspirated section is a sequence of
non-periodical noise; bearing the acoustic
features similar to that of fricative /h/.
l.e.: the concentration areas are

scattered and connected the formants of
the following vowel with a /plain/
transitional feature. while in an

aspirated affricates as /ts’a/; the
sequence of noise is separated into two:

the first part of the noise bears the same

acoustic character as the fricative /s/;

and the second part is the same as /h/i

Thus a clear boundary between them is

shown. ‘ But when an aspirated
affricated‘ifollowed oy another vowel' as
in /ts‘1/: the noise is quite different

from that in /ts’a/. It gives no /h/ noise

out prolongs the /s/ friction. The same

phenomina can he aiso.found in /ts’1/ and

/ts‘i / in Standard Chinese. These can as
ekplained . by the physiological

interpretation. When the vowel after an

aspirated affricate: if the tongue\height

is lower than that of the consonant as- in

/ts’a/; as soon as the constriction of

/ts/ is released and the tongue moves to

/a/: no turduience will he produced with

the tongue tiPJ then the aspiration has to

oe formed by another way; so a /h/ like

turbulence is produced at the deck area of

the tongue. This can be seen in the tay

films. But in /ts’1/1 when the vowel

starts; the tongue position does not move

far apart from the upper palate for the

gesture of the vowel is homorganic with

that of /ts’ /) out the stricture is

slightly enlarged and the turdulence is

displayed by the voice.

PERCEPTION TEST In order to prove

the results mentioned apove: a number of

tests are arranged"through a

Some of the 'consonants
Perception

synthesizer

given in Fig.1-4 are sythesized oy rule

in which the aspirated sections are

changeo oy oouole the amplituoe or oouole

the length of the friction. The parameters

of the frictive part of the affricates are

given oased on the quality of /h/ or of

the same as the friction of“ affricates.

Fig.5 is a sample of an affricate /t /

followed oy an open vowel /a/. From leét

:9 right) /ts/ is a non—affricate: /t§/
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ones; especially in /pa/ and /pu/; where ' ' a 1 ts . t? t9 t e tongue t'PJ.then the aspiration has to i

the explosion of unaspirateo stops are too
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be ‘.ormeo oy another way; 50 a /h/ like i

B < % 188 100 110 100 120 80 turbulence is produced at the deck area of 1

dB a A 50 90 100 120 80 the tongue. This can be seen in the X‘ray i‘

. films. But in /ts’1/l when t' '

pa
_ ;

_ ‘ . he vowel a;

20- A 4 Mn asp rated consonants. Moreover, the starts; the tongue po5ltlon does not move ii

.
PE:J :2?m”tlon of pressure in /t‘/ and /t/ is far apart +rDm the upper palate for the ii

10‘
1 s 90 and in /tsl/ and /ts/ is 39/89 :y gesture of the vowel is homorgani: with l H :
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Jy3. :he air-pressure of aspirated conso— Elleht'y enlarge“ aha the tUFDU’ence 35 i i hi

i. O B
a :nts ,s occasionally wEEKer rather_ than displayed oy the voice. E‘ J I

l 20'
-'?“59P than that of non-aspiratec ones. PERCEPTION TEST In order to pr i “

tn
Eagle '1‘ ,

, EVE F ‘ .

c
t -u al.' I. gives the data of 'supragiotta; the results mentioned aoove, a number 0+ ; li“

r-‘rl . ‘
U

l . v i. i

10‘
t[:j ho ..ow rates: which are directly propcr— perception tests are arranged through a ‘ ‘~ if

. . i a ”a" to the duration measured in the Synthesizer Some of the consonants i l I
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Fig.5 Spectrograms of synthesized

atfricates /ts/ in different hammers

followed by vowei /a/ (see text).

oouoie the amplitude of /s/, /ts / douole
the 'length oi /s/ and /tsh/, is /ts/

foliowd by /h/. The perception result is

promissing in the last SElE, an: in
which a ooundary oetween the two frictions

is prominentiy seen. Fig.6 is a sample of

affricate Its/ foliowed oy the vowel /1 /:
and a /tp/ followed oy the vowel /i/: both
with their frictions couoieo the :ength or
toliowec by /h/;' oetter results are
ootained oy douoled_the lengths instead 0‘

plus a /h/..

Ragga, tgh't_ 1:991 tchi

F g.6 Spectrograms of syntnesizec affr--

:ates /t / and /t;/ in different
manners iflilDWEG 3y VDwEES /1/ an:

/i/ respectiveiy (see text).

It is interesting to have this
reSuits revealed in certain minority
:anguages in China. For exampie; there are
non-aspirated/sspirated pairs in Miao
language of Guizhou» ooth the atfricates
and frictives can be aspirated. Fig.7
snows two pairs ot ”sa”/“s’a” and
”ci”/”a‘i”; in which we can see that ”s’a“

iii.

ea ., s‘a(eha) ‘31 F‘j-(Qpi)
“measle 3" "thick" "gall" "clear"

Fig.7 Spe:.rograms of non-aspirated and
ESPi“aIEE fricatives /s/ an: /5/ ir

Misc. anguage.

is ”s” plus ”h” with a boundary in the

friction: while ”c’i” is a prolonged ”5”

without any boundary in the friction.

CONCLUSION

The stops and. he affricates Wn
Standard Chinese lexist two manners of

articulation, non-aSpirated and aspirated

The perception cues are mostly based upm

the noise duration rather than the force

Moreover; the acoustic features of the

aspirated noise are difterent in two typfi
according to the following vowels. TM

a5piration is formed by adding a‘/h/ soum

after release if it is followed my an 0pm

vowel; while . formed by prolonging the

:ength 'of noise if followed by a hi?

vowel homorganic with the consonant.
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